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Crime is probable when motive, means and opportunity exist. Election crime is no different. I offer evidence
that election fraud and vote suppression, as well as systemic inaccuracy, are endemic in American elections,
and that they likely have shifted the outcomes of a non-trivial number of elections, possibly including the
2016 US Presidential election. This situation resists solution because of election system non-transparency,
assignment of election system management to tens of thousands of conflicted actors distributed across
thousands of jurisdictions, judicial imposition of a usually insuperable burden of proof on plaintiffs
challenging suspicious results, and partisan maintenance of the legal status quo in those states most
vulnerable to election crime. I argue for resolving this complex and possibly wicked problem by adding a
disequilibrating system input in the form of reliable independent audit data that renders vote discrepancies
visible and legally actionable. Motivated parties would then use that data to power legal challenges to
discrepant results, precipitate forensic investigations by law enforcement, provoke public outcry, put
defenders of the status quo on the defensive and thereby open political space, and hence allow energized
reform efforts to make headway. I then explain the real-time election audit processes and software
pioneered by my team and how we operationalize the sequence described above, detail the challenges we
face, and provide evidence that the challenges can be overcome. Lastly I suggest ways of enabling
international use.

Introduction: Illiberal democracy and the importance of election fraud
As autocratic leaders multiply and illiberal democracy spreads, we are confronted with the
question of whether the societies in the affected countries are becoming more illiberal or whether
illiberal government actors, backed by an aroused and mobilized but narrow segment of these
societies, are imposing their will on continuingly liberal societies.
In the case of the United States, I allege that the latter description lies closer to the truth. The
American population has, if anything, become more culturally liberal in the last decades. Polls
show the American public supporting policies considerably more liberal than those that emerge
from the federal and most State governments, the electorate awards narrow majorities to liberal
presidential candidates, and urbanizing demographics have narrowed the Republican base.
Yet the political center in most American governments has moved consistently to the right over
the last several decades, and rightist officials in the last two decades have governed in
increasingly illiberal ways, apparently insulated from the trends in society at large.
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Much of this insulation has been blamed on highly efficient Gerrymandering, which has created
ever more safe districts (both Red and Blue) and made Republicans in office afraid of primary
challenges from their right, thus inducing them to move preemptively to the right.
I think these factors explain most of the rightward shift, but they don’t explain the routine
election and insulation of rightist officials even in districts that are not safe. I believe that there
are a number of States in the US, and a number of local jurisdictions in various states, that have
used fraud to elect and then insulate from challenge a small but politically significant number of
officials. I suggest that this number is large enough to provide the narrow majority that the
Republican Party holds in the US Senate, and has added to the Republican majority in the House.
I am an attorney and political scientist. I became interested in the administration of elections in
1984 when I was asked to research and write what turned out to be one of the world’s first guides
for election observers, about Nicaragua. During my Ph.D. studies I served on a 1989 mission
evaluating the election campaign then in progress in Nicaragua; and in 2012 I served as a senior
adviser to an election observation mission to Taiwan.
My organization, Democracy Counts!, a nonprofit tech startup, has developed the software and
human processes to conduct same-day election audits in order to expose fraud where it occurs,
help legitimate controversial elections where fraud is absent or insignificant, and, if fraud is
responsible for a non-trivial amount of the drift to illiberal democracy, to help arrest that drift.
The likely incidence of election fraud in the U.S.
To evoke evidence of fraud by Republican operatives is not partisan: California and New York
create Gerrymandered districts to favor Democrats, and Cook County, Illinois, is a poster child
for election shenanigans that favor Democrats. Research into the circumstantial and statistical
evidence for fraud over the last two decades, however, has demonstrated a strong tendency in
favor of Republicans in general, and strong conservatives specifically, in spite of demographic
trends that presumably would favor less-conservative politics and politicians.
That election fraud exists is uncontroversial. As long as elections worth winning have existed,
there have been people trying to engineer those elections to go in their favor, and others have
noticed. Thus,
As Senator George Edmunds remarked in 1889, "divisions of parties in several of the
States have been so close that the purchase of a comparatively small number of votes
could easily turn the scale ... and it can be assumed to be an undisputed fact that such
temptation has been yielded to by the active managing agents of both the great political
parties." Moreover, as a politician of a later period liked to note about his supportive
father, Joseph P. Kennedy, he was willing to buy as many votes as necessary to win, but
he was damned if he would buy a single extra one.1
It is rare to meet someone who does not believe that election fraud is common, somewhere. As
an assistant to President Trump put it, ““If an election is worth winning, then there is someone
willing to steal it.” 2 Among regular Americans half of the respondents in a 2011 CCES survey
“thought fraud likely.” 3 When controversy explodes it revolves around specific instances of
alleged fraud, i.e., whether one’s own country or local jurisdiction or candidate is involved in
fraud. In these cases the controversy often arises between backers of the local ruling party and its
opposition. In other words, partisan bias plays a strong role in generating concern about election
fraud.4
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That election fraud is bad for democracy is also uncontroversial – at least among those who think
seriously about democracy. As Daniel Bell writes in Beyond Liberal Democracy, one thing that
both liberal and Asian/Confucian theorists of democracy agree on is that votes need to be
counted accurately.5 Though regime legitimacy is more dependent upon government
performance than on legitimate selection of leadership,6 if a leadership selection process
produces government that fails to perform effectively then the government and regime will risk a
loss of legitimacy and consequent loss of leadership efficacy. Many countries have experienced
violence when their choices of leaders who promise improved government performance are
negated by fraud and, ironically, the violence is often worse when international monitors provide
credible evidence of fraud.7
The question of whether American elections are being counted accurately is an important one,
and not just for Americans. As a global economic behemoth with the world’s most powerful
military, the personalities and policies of our leaders affect billions of people, sometimes
mortally.
There exists substantial statistical, circumstantial and anecdotal evidence, some of which I
reference below, that election fraud is common in the United States. If we add facially neutral
voter I.D. laws that have highly partisan effects on outcomes to the already-illegal category of
suppression via deliberately creating long lines, challenging voters or deregistering them without
cause, etc., then we can easily conclude that fraud and suppression have affected the outcomes of
an unknown but non-trivial number of elections.
Any prosecutor investigating financial crime would feel a vigorous tingling of their antennae if
she observed the simultaneous existence of motive, means and opportunity that we observe in
elections today.




Motive: In an age of Big Government, winners of elections get to make decisions worth
billions – even trillions - of dollars, and to determine policies as varied as banking and
tax law, climate change mitigation, and whether to go to war. Motive clearly exists.
Means: Wealthy backers of politicians, acting secretly as well as openly, have
demonstrated great willingness to spend heavily to achieve their political ends.8 The
means to underwrite fraud clearly exists.
Opportunity: Most computerized voting systems are not only vulnerable to hacking,
their spread has reduced the difficulty, cost, visibility and risk of vote manipulation. And
ruling parties control the electoral machinery, often with little genuine oversight,
transparency or accountability. Opportunity to engage in fraudulent conduct therefore
exists.

We have seen tiny vote count differences in a few states determine the leadership of the nation in
2000,9 200410 and 2016. In 2016, Donald Trump won the Electoral College and took office
because he was legally assumed to have won three states by razor-thin margins. Yet
mathematically we do not know – we cannot know – the mathematically legitimate winner of
that election, because the margins of victory in those three states were smaller than the probable
error ranges of the systems in question.


In Michigan Trump’s margin was one-tenth of one percent, yet a Michigan election
administrator in December 2017 stated that Michigan’s vote tabulators have a
demonstrated error rate of between 0.26% and 1.78%, and “have miscounted ballots over
3%”11 Add in tampering with ballot boxes and the existence of 75,000 ballots lacking a
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vote for President12 and the margin of error, potentially fraudulently induced, grows even
larger.
In Wisconsin the margin of victory was 27,252 votes, but a study using highly
conservative assumptions estimated that in just the two counties studied Wisconsin’s new
voter I.D. law prevented and deterred at least 16,801 people (disproportionally
minorities), "and could be as high as 23,252".13
In Pennsylvania, where the victory margin was about eight-tenths of a percent, 80 percent
of voters vote on ancient and demonstrably vulnerable touchscreen voting machines that
do not keep a paper record and that the Department of Justice reported problems with.14
The winning margin was an average 6 votes per touchscreen precinct, an easily
achievable number. Jill Stein sued to examine the machines, a request that was denied by
a Pennsylvania court on multiple grounds.15

These tight results appear more suspicious still when one contrasts exit poll results and official
results.
Jonathan Simon has specialized in analyzing the spread between exit polls and official results
since the election of 2000. He has documented a consistent “red shift”, i.e., official results that in
a statistically improbable number of elections favor conservative candidates over liberal. The
following table illustrates this:
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This red shift is not restricted to Presidential balloting. Simon has documented similar behavior
in US Senate races, where one or two seats can shift control of the Senate, with all that that
implies in policy and political terms:

The National Association of Voting Officials in a letter to election officials nationwide in 2016
noted that
Our examination of the exit data collected by Edison Exit Polling shows a large and
unprecedented discrepancy between the exit polling and the final vote count at
minimum in certain states—the so-called swing states of Wisconsin, North Carolina,
Pennsylvania, and Florida. That we found this discrepancy in these states is
especially troubling. It strongly suggests inappropriate and external meddling….”16
The hard truth is that legal winners may not be the mathematical winners. We have become
accustomed to substituting superficial legal certainty, based on possibly fictional math, for
mathematical certainty that engenders unquestionably legitimate legal certainty.
We may as well have flipped a coin to choose the President. The United States and the world
need and deserve more.
Difficulties in the domain of vote counting reform
So what are we as a country doing to protect our elections?
Very little in many states: The institutional barriers to prosecution of election fraud are
pervasive.




The officials who run elections are usually partisan office holders who often exhibit party
loyalties that appear to affect their official functions; Secretaries of State in the crucial
swing states of Florida and Ohio in 2000 and 2004 served as co-chairs of their party’s
presidential campaigns, a clear conflict of interest that is not barred by law.
When required audits of election results are conducted by the same officials who run
suspicious elections those officials possess an incentive to conceal their actions. After the
2016 Democratic primary in Illinois, credible observers testified to the Cook County
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Board of Elections that officials and staff overtly conformed discrepant audit to official
results when the latter did not agree with the audit results.17
Law enforcement investigations are rare; prosecutions are even more rare.
“Winners” take office long before evidence of fraud is acted on. And when prosecutions
do occur the illegitimate victors are rarely removed from office.

The United States needs to take election fraud just as seriously as it does securities fraud,
because the public interest in accurate vote counting is at least as great, if not greater than,
financial fraud.
Here’s an example of the way it should be:
US law requires publicly owned companies to be independently audited every quarter, even
when they are not suspected of any wrongdoing. Why? Because the 1933 Securities and
Exchange Act postulated that there is a strong public interest in protecting shareholders and
financial markets, and the best way to protect them is to require frequent independent oversight,
on the theory that oversight increases transparency and transparency deters wrongdoing. And if
wrongdoing still occurs, the Securities and Exchange Commission is poised to prosecute and
send offenders away for long stretches.
Judicial action is the usual recourse of reformers in the absence of independent agencies to
assure. Unfortunately judicial action is also not very effective at present. The right to vote is not
mentioned in or guaranteed by the federal Constitution – it is left to the States. Therefore, except
when racial discrimination is demonstrated, voting and, derivatively, accurate counting to
guarantee the effect of the vote, is not privileged under federal law. This means that judicial
oversight of possibly wayward election officials is also left up to the States. In practical terms,
therefore, transparency and accountability may be non-existent, as was demonstrated in
Michigan in 2016.18
The U.S. judiciary typically regards statistical and other scientifically generated evidence as
speculative; a scientist may be convinced by statistical significance at a 95% level, but courts see
this as a 5 percent probability of being wrong – or more, if the opposing counsel attacks the
underlying research methodology, which he usually will. Thus exit polls and other statistical
tests and evidence of machine vulnerability do not meet most courts’ burden of proof as legally
admissible evidence of misfeasance, at least for the case in chief. Independent direct evidence of
suspicious discrepancies and fraud is therefore required. For instance, the Federal District Court
for the Eastern District of Michigan, in the case of Green Party candidate Jill Stein’s request for a
recount in Michigan, held that
[T]o date, Plaintiffs have not presented evidence of tampering or mistake. Instead,
they present speculative claims going to the vulnerability of the voting machinery -but not actual injury. Because mere potentiality does not amount to a claim that the
vote was not fairly conducted, Plaintiffs’ new claims are insufficient to maintain the
existing TRO. No likelihood of success on that claim has been shown.
The issues that Plaintiffs raise are serious indeed. The vulnerability of our system of
voting poses the threat of a potentially devastating attack on the integrity of our
election system. But invoking a court’s aid to remedy that problem in the manner
Plaintiffs have chosen — seeking a recount as an audit of the election to test whether
the vulnerability led to actual compromise of the voting system — has never been
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endorsed by any court, and would require, at a minimum, evidence of significant
fraud or mistake — and not speculative fear of them. Such evidence has not been
presented here.19
Under this sort of reasoning, courts generally deny discovery motions against election
authorities, calling them “fishing expeditions”. This means that as long as corrupt authorities can
keep evidence of fraud concealed, the courts will not permit inquiry.
A similar conundrum applies to the problem of voter suppression. In cases involving
discrimination on the bases of race, sex and ethnic origin, injury to one person is enough to
guarantee standing to sue because those are protected categories under the US Constitution. In
contrast, because voting is not a US Constitution-protected right, courts have rejected lawsuits
alleging partisan voter suppression: They reason that the injury to the small number of plaintiffs
does not rise to the level of a Constitutional injury and in any event their small numbers would
not have affected the outcome of the election in question. This has made it very difficult for
election activists to attack voter I.D. laws that successfully avoid being perceived by courts as
motivated by discrimination against a protected category of persons.
The strategy of most election integrity groups in the face of these difficulties is to lobby
legislatures to adopt transparent, verifiable voting and counting systems, return to paper ballots,
stricter official audits, greater transparency, etc. These are all good technical solutions, but their
chances of adoption are greatest where they are needed least. Where they are needed most the
solutions require the consent of the very politicians who owe their seats to the working of
unclean systems. They are not likely to voluntarily change the rules that won them their seats –
they will have to be compelled.
The question is, how to compel them?
Introducing same-day citizen election audits
Democracy Counts’ strategy is to enable citizens to exercise independent oversight, using tools
and procedures that don’t require the cooperation or permission of public officials. Let me restate
that: Implementation of our audit system does not require the cooperation or permission of
public officials – it is done entirely under the protection of the First Amendment to the US
Constitution. Public officials do not have the authority in our system to prevent people from
implementing our audit system; their authority is limited solely to restricting how close to polling
stations that auditors can position themselves.
Our audit system is designed to generate independent audit data that meets the direct evidence
requirement of the courts. When our audits document suspicious discrepancies, we will provide
the data to injured parties. Attorneys for these parties will then file lawsuits requesting
injunctions against certification of questionable elections and orders requiring law enforcement
to investigate to determine the causes of documented discrepancies.
Essentially, our strategy is to develop enough force to pull a court’s trigger, which will then
unleash the full power of the state to seize and examine documents, machines and other evidence
belonging to election authorities, interview officials and workers under oath, comb through their
emails and texts, et cetera. This is a level of inspection that no private party can possibly aspire
to achieve. Should investigators find evidence of fraud, the resulting controversy will have the
potential to force defenders of the status quo onto the defensive and open space for reformers to
push through election system reforms.
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I should clarify that we are not talking about “voter” fraud, i.e., individual voters who voted
twice or impersonated someone else. That is a crime with very little practical consequence,
because the personal calculus discourages it: A voter who votes more than once contributes
infinitesimally to the outcome but faces felony prosecution for his troubles. A Pew study in 2012
found no evidence of serious voter fraud,20 and in 2016 the author said that they had seen no
evidence to support claims of massive voter fraud.21 There are historical stories of voters being
bused around voting multiple times, and people voting dead people, but because those are
organized efforts, usually organized by a political machine of some kind, they more properly fall
under the category of election fraud.
Democracy Counts is dedicated to making investigation-provoking election audits a reality, even
in the face of official opposition. Good intentions are far from sufficient, however: A variety of
challenges must be overcome.
Problems in developing an effective audit operation
Any citizen audit faces both technical and social challenges. Both are very stiff. On the technical
side, the data quality has to be demonstrably high to meet the legal burden of proof. For the case
in chief only direct and independent evidence has a high probability of success in meeting this
burden (samples and statistical extrapolations can be used in supportive roles). Therefore the
audit data has to track the official system as closely as possible, and the exit-vote and non-voter
processes must measure as close to 100 percent of the population in areas inspected as possible.





In our exit-vote process we need
o A very high response rate – well above the 20-50 percent level exit pollsters
typically achieve – to overcome charges of response bias as a plausible
explanation for suspicious discrepancies, and
o An even higher response rate (>95%) among voters for candidates against whom
fraud is suspected or predicted in order to set benchmarks high enough to detect
tiny amounts of polling-place fraud.
The data quality has to be demonstrably CPA quality; the software and human processes
therefore must be unimpeachably secure, credible, transparent, and verifiable.
Individual vote records must also be defensible in court against charges of invention and
lying.

We are optimistic about our eventual ability to attain high participation and sensitivity levels: In
our pilot in San Diego, Los Angeles and Berkeley in the June 2016 California primary we
achieved 90-plus percent response rates with no signage or prior voter education, and of those
who participated none – zero – refused to complete either the short-form or long-form
demographic questionnaires we asked them to answer. We are therefore optimistic that we will
be able achieve the best of both worlds: High participation that produces high sensitivity while
immunizing against charges of response bias, and high-quality sampling data for use in
extrapolating from audited locations to unaudited locations.
We meet the quality challenge by requiring online education and training, followed by preelection workshops to provide personal reinforcement and to clarify lines of responsibility and
authority. In order to maintain data security and reduce the risk of malefactor data contamination
we have designed multiple levels of two-person authentication, geolocation triggers that sign
auditors out if they wander away from their assigned location, requirements that team leaders be
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vouched for by client organizations, and that all team members likewise be vouched for by team
leaders.
Further, the software is designed using highly hack-resistant techniques. For instance, data
entered into mobile devices is immediately encrypted using military-grade secure hash
algorithms (our database programmer builds databases for the US Navy); it is then immediately
uploaded to encrypted storage areas and redundantly stored on secure servers located in multiple
countries.
To assure verifiability in court we will make our code fully transparent to computer experts
appointed by courts. We also expect to contract with independent third party computer security
experts to analyze and report on our code. Eventually, once we are well-known enough to
develop a friendly following of coders, programmers and hackers, we will open our code to
open-source review and strengthening.
(By contrast, most election systems are run on vulnerable proprietary software, public and
judicial inspection of which is prohibited by the companies and as a result not inspectable by the
courts. We expect election authorities with something to hide to have a difficult time comparing
their software against ours.)
We solve the potential lying problem by requiring voters participating in the exit-vote process to
provide contact information and to sign an affidavit saying, essentially, that they voted the same
way on our system as they voted inside on the official system. (Note that their vote and the
demographic data they provide remain anonymous.) Would-be voters using the voter suppression
app sign a similar affidavit saying that their choices are the same as the choices they would have
made had they been permitted to vote. Because we will have contact information for voters it
will be possible for judges to call a random selection of voters in to testify, so their demeanor
and honesty can be appraised.22
To achieve a high quality level in many places at once requires in turn that many people be
engaged in the audit process, both as voters and as auditors. This is a significant social challenge.
Though the data preservation and incident report parts of our process don’t require many people,
the exit vote process is very manpower intensive. So a thorough exit-vote audit will require



Widespread pre-election voter education and mobilization, preferably conducted by
trusted community organizations, to encourage voter participation in the exit vote
process, and
A large number of trained auditors – ten to twenty per polling place assuming 4-hour
shifts – to assure contact with every voter.

The technical elements of this system are demanding but easy to execute compared to the human
elements. A lot of people are required to conduct a thorough audit, for the simple reason that, to
overcome judicial reticence to interfere, we will have to show more than occasional instances of
suspicious activity – we will need to show patterns of discrepancies so as to convince judges that
they likely would affect the outcome and very possibly compel the logical conclusion that the
discrepancies were caused by conscious actors and not simply the result of innocent mistakes
(which do occur).
We also have to be able to avoid being suckered into auditing “Potemkin polling places” – a term
for polling places that are made deliberately free of fraud so as to deceive observers.23 The most
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reliable way to make a Potemkin strategy difficult to carry off is to audit a lot of polling places –
which of course means even more auditors are required.
Recruiting the large numbers of auditors required is a very big challenge. Vote & Beyond, a
Turkish voting rights group, showed that it is possible to organize hundreds of thousands of
citizens to engage in election watchdog activities, but they had a very motivated population. In
our 2016 pilot, albeit implemented on extremely short notice, we had to provide stipends to
engage the requisite number of auditors and allow the lower-income of them to break free of
other commitments, even though all were enthusiastic about participating. Though we plan to
have crews of highly trained auditors on staff to provide benchmark data, it is likely to be
financially impossible to staff large audits with paid personnel.
We therefore have constructed the system so that audits can be conducted anywhere in any
election by anyone. With good marketing and branding (and luck) election audits will become
attractive organizing tools, which political activists can use to advance their local political
objectives, thereby giving them an incentive to recruit the necessary audit personnel.
In the long run, as the system gains acceptance and users master its operation, Democracy
Counts’ role will narrow: We will operate quality control and assurance, run benchmark audits,
operate the back end of the software, and provide analysis and data to injured parties.
Post-election data analysis
The scientific literature is full of inquiries into the likelihood of fraud in one place or another, but
the scientific methods used to answer the question of “Was there fraud?” are meant to inform
fellow scientists, not to generate evidence that might actually be used to take action against the
fraud. The Second-Digit Benford’s Law (2BL) test, for instance, while potentially indicative of
fraud, remains subject to uncertainty and is being subjected to accuracy-enhancing testing and
development.24 Scientists obviously enjoy the intellectual exploration, but their tools so far do
not produce evidence sufficient to meet the burden of proof imposed by courts in lawsuits
alleging fraud.
There is value in the use of statistical methods to generate clues as to where to look more closely,
however. As Walter Mebane, a political science professor at the University of Michigan put it:
“To be very clear, my [statistical] analysis cannot prove whether fraud occurred, but it does
suggest that it would be valuable to conduct an election audit to resolve such concerns
definitively.”25 (The obvious rub is in getting conflicted officials to conduct that audit.)
We expect to use such tests to point us in the right direction as our data flows begin and we start
comparing it with official results. We are developing analytic software to automate comparisons
and statistical tests and then flag for further analysis any suspicious (large or statistically
significant) discrepancies.
Our present “reach” goal is to provide judicial-quality evidence to injured parties within 24 hours
of announcement of official results. To shorten the time gap between provision of our evidence
and plaintiffs’ effective use of it we will encourage attorneys for parties who might face injury to
begin liaising with us early, to learn our system and to deepen their understanding of the forms
the data can take so that they can write convincing motions and orally describe the evidence and
its significance to judges.
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Use in large districts such as states
As is obvious by now, the system is manpower-intensive; larger districts such as entire states will
require large numbers of people and very high level of organizational capacity. We have
designed the software to allow it to scale to the number of people volunteering, without requiring
intense headquarters involvement. Anyone who wants to engage in the process can simply sign
up and get started, so long as they are willing to be vouched for, go through the online training,
and abide by the rather intense security requirements. A group of friends can even mount an
audit effort on their own, anywhere.
Democracy Counts’ audit system features and design
We are focused at the moment on data preservation, election-day exit-voting, and voter
suppression quantification. This is what the tech world would call our “minimum viable
product”. Its specific data-generation features include:





Record and preserve official data as it is created
To expose any changes made after creation
Record the votes of those denied their right to vote
To quantify voter suppression and identify plaintiffs
Re-record the votes of those who voted normally
To independently establish minimum vote counts to compare with official results
Collect incident reports
To spot security threats and suspicious electoral activities

These functions are set up as discrete, secure modules within one master app. The following is a
high-level flow chart of key processes.

And here is how each module works and how it is used for analysis and action.
Data Preservation Module
1. Auditor photographs poll tapes; photos are encrypted and uploaded.
2. Auditor manually enters vote totals from races being audited plus other data such as
number of voters. This data is then encrypted and uploaded.
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3. Polling station data posted on the Secretary of State’s website is automatically compared
to the data entered by auditors and flagged if discrepant.26
4. The probability of exposure of changes between polling place and website is so high that
this audit function will have high deterrence value.
Voter Suppression Module
1. Voters who are prevented from voting, for any reason -- broken machines, long lines,
shortened polling place hours, polling place closures, onerous I.D. requirements, removal
from rolls, etc. -- cast their their intended votes on the app. This data is encrypted and
uploaded.
2. If vote counts are large enough that they arguably might have affected an election,27 the
data, analysis and contact information are turned over to legal teams for further action.
3. Large plaintiff classes whose aggregate voting preferences are known will meet the twin
burden of showing a) significant constitutional injury and b) potential effect on the
election outcome, thereby establishing standing.
4. The goal is to create case law protecting and extending the right to vote.
Exit Voting Module
1. Upon leaving the polling place voters cast their votes again (audited races only) and
answer demographic questions. Their votes are separated from their identities, and all
data is encrypted and uploaded.
2. Exit-vote counts at each polling place are compared with official results for that polling
place. Official counts that are lower than audit counts are grounds for suspicion and are
flagged.28
3. Data is tested and analyzed and, if suspicious, turned over to our legal teams for legal
analysis in light of the imputed strength of the data. It will then be provided to candidates
and others with standing to sue. 29
Incident Reports Module
1. Ad hoc incident reports are qualitative by nature unless and until a particular incident
type becomes so common as to allow the inference that it reveals a pattern of conduct.
2. Qualitative data from auditor incident reports will be used in real time to guide auditprocess decisions about, e.g., distribution of personnel on election day, when to
communicate with election administrators, where to send security personnel and/or notify
law enforcement, etc.
3. Quantitative “build up” of incident types will be provided to concerned parties.
4. We will enable “informal election monitors” to load our app on their own mobile devices
in order to report incidents to us directly.
5. Eventually we will use multiple social media feeds to gather additional incident reports.
Storage of data and scholarly use
We plan to store data in two ways to meet two different needs. For security reasons we will store
encrypted audit data on secure servers around the world; eventually we expect to add blockchain
storage to increase transparency and verifiability.
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We will also be collecting demographic and other data – every voter will be asked to state their
race, gender and age, and every X voter will be asked to answer an extended list of demographic
questions. In our 2016 pilot we used most of the questions from the CNN poll. This data is linked
to votes (voter identities are not linked to votes in order to retain ballot secrecy). The result will
be huge amounts of anonymous but vote-linked demographic and possibly opinion data.
We will make this data available to scholars and other researchers. We plan to place it on an
open repository, unencrypted, for free or inexpensive scholarly use.
In general we will make controversial data available as soon as possible so as to allow more eyes
to study it.
Democracy Counts’ legal reform goals
Our work does not stop with the collection and analysis of audit data. A considerable amount of
legal work is required to turn the data into actionable evidence and then to litigate it to secure
action in the real world. We do not expect to litigate ourselves; our legal teams will be limited to
evaluating data-qua-evidence and liaising with the attorneys for injured parties.
We do have grand goals in the arena strengthening voting rights, however. Our system is
designed not only to provide actionable evidence for immediate legal action, it is designed to
identify large numbers of injured citizens who can demonstrate constitutional injury and the
electoral outcome that might have occurred but for fraud and/or suppression.
To this end we are looking for collaborations with law schools and attorneys possessing an
abiding interest in voting rights to develop and execute a long-term legal strategy to develop case
law that reinforces voting rights in the states and hopefully creates voting rights at the federal
level, much as Thurgood Marshall and the Legal Defense Fund did in its generation-long attack
on segregation.
International use of the audit system
We hope our system can make a contribution to election integrity in communities around the
globe. In order to improve international acceptance we will provide a multilingual interface and
enable remote administrators to customize our interface and database format to match their
electoral systems, which can involve proportional, transferable vote, vote ranking and other
forms of voting systems.
We intend to partner with other organizations in the US and abroad, and to promote the creation
of an International Federation of Election Auditors, which will promulgate international
standards, create norms and political space, and improve safety for auditors.
Future Software Developments
We expect over time to upgrade our software feature set with the following functions, among
others:


Public data flow scraping (e.g., reported exit poll results, incident reports on social media,
scholarly reports) for comparison and flagging purposes;
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Historical databases of demographics, polling place results, voting system technology
strengths and weaknesses and much more, to assist with audit design, audit situs
identification, and post-election flagging and analysis;
Algorithm development based on control theory to (pre-election) apply historical data to
predict the best places to look for fraud and (post-election) to improve analytic acuity;
New audit methods to audit absentee and mail-in voting (these will be more difficult).

Conclusion
We don’t see ourselves as observers or guarantors of fair elections, only as effective probers into
the accuracy of the count and as pathbreakers for reformers who will enter the space we open
and agitate for reform. Once reforms are in place and working outside independent audits will no
longer be necessary, except perhaps as a spot-check or “secret shopper” tool.
It is possible that officials adopting reforms might choose to adopt elements of our system into
theirs. We will be willing to discuss such adaptations.
This effort is nonpartisan. Chicago’s elections are probably no cleaner than Florida’s.
Conservatives as well as liberals and every other political stripe are welcome to use our software,
so long as they are willing to commit to using it as designed. An audit arms race between parties,
producing a doctrine of Mutual Assured Accountability (to coin a phrase), can only be
beneficial: It will force ruling parties to compete on the playing field of policy popularity and
performance rather than vote manipulation.
This entire effort is a calculated bet: There is no guarantee that the injured parties we expect to
help will succeed in their judiciaries and courts of public opinion. But achieving even occasional
victories in court will serve to erode the status quo of judicial deference to partisan operation of
electoral machinery and aid the goal of increasing electoral integrity. Politics certainly affects the
courts, but the courtroom quiets the shouting and allows evidence to be presented, systematically
and rationally, so even if victory in court does not follow, the evidence generated can be used to
affect public sentiment.
Democracy Counts welcomes suggestions for improvements and future features, safeguards and
strategies for success; we are also seeking academic collaborators, especially in the data
analytics domain. Please contact the author for more information.
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